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Ultrafast selective transport of alkali metal ions in metal
organic frameworks with subnanometer pores
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Jefferson Zhe Liu,2* Benny D. Freeman,4 Anita J. Hill,5 Huanting Wang1*

INTRODUCTION

Metal ions, such as alkali metal ions of the same valence and similar
subnanometer-sized ionic radii, play vital roles in life (1). Ultrafast
selective transport of alkali metal ions across cell membranes based
on sub-angstrom differences in their ionic radii is critical for cellular
homeostasis and neuronal signal transduction of living systems (2).
Biological ion channels that can intelligently regulate ion transport
through cell membranes are transmembrane protein pores (2), consisting of subnanometer-sized ion selectivity filters and nanometer-sized
cavities. Na+ channels, integrated with selectivity filters of 3 to 5 Å in
diameter and central cavities of ~12 Å in diameter (fig. S1A), exhibit
a high Na+/K+ selectivity of 10 to 30, which is much greater than the
mobility ratio of ~0.7 measured for Na+/K+ in water (3), and a selectivity sequence of Li+ > Na+ > K+ > Rb+ (4–6), which is opposite of the
selectivity sequence of Li+ < Na+ < K+ < Rb+ observed in conventional
synthetic porous membranes (7, 8). The rate of ion transport
through biological ion channels is also very high, often 106 ions/s
or greater for a single ion channel (2, 5, 9). Rapid progress made
in understanding the structures and functions of biological ion channels provides inspiration for developing porous membranes to address the most challenging issue in ion separations (7, 10). For
instance, Jirage and co-workers improved the ion separation efficiency of ion track–etched membranes by reducing the pore diameter
to <1 nm using an electroless deposition method (11). Joshi et al. fabricated free-standing and layered graphene oxide (GO) membranes for
selective transport of monatomic ions and small polyatomic ions, excluding large polyatomic ions and molecules with diameters more
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than 9 Å (12). Although these membranes had angstrom-sized
pores/channels, they could only separate monatomic and small polyatomic ions over large polyatomic ions. Synthetic membranes that
contain monodisperse, atomic-sized pores that can be used as ion filters
to efficiently separate monatomic ions with the same valence and similar sizes (such as Li+, Na+, and K+) are currently not available, even
though these highly ion-selective membranes are of great interest for
many applications such as in mineral extraction and ion batteries.
For instance, currently, separation and purification of minerals such
as lithium salts from rocks and brines involve the use of large amounts
of chemicals and/or time-consuming solar ponds, which is costly and
environmentally unfriendly. Therefore, the development of highly efficient lithium ion separation membranes is key to addressing this
technological challenge, especially with increasing demand for energy
storage materials (such as for lithium batteries) and the decline in the
reserves of these resources (13).
Metal organic framework (MOF) membranes with a narrow
distribution of pore sizes, especially in the angstrom range, are of great
interest for use in separation technologies (14–16). The observation of
high permeation and excellent selectivity of H2 through Cu3(BTC)2
membranes with ~4.6 Å windows (17) and, more recently, through
zeolitic imidazolate framework (ZIF) membranes with 3 to 5 Å
windows (18–22) has led to the fabrication of a series of MOF membranes for gas separations (23). Some recent studies have also confirmed
that MOF membranes with angstrom-sized windows, such as ZIF-8
(24, 25), MIL-53 (26), and MOF-74 (27) membranes, are attractive
candidates for water-related separations (28). Most recently, Liu et al.
developed a UiO-66 membrane with ~6 Å windows for water desalination (29). However, no studies of MOF membranes for selective
transport and separation of ions have been reported so far, even though
the pore structures of some MOF membranes are very similar in some
respects to the pore structures of biological ion channels. Specifically,
the ZIF-8 [Zn(2-methylimidazolate)2] membrane has angstrom-sized
pore windows of ~3.4 Å in diameter and nanometer-sized pore cavities
of ~11.6 Å in diameter (30, 31), which are similar to the angstromsized selectivity filters and nanometer-sized cavities of biological ion
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Porous membranes with ultrafast ion permeation and high ion selectivity are highly desirable for efficient mineral
separation, water purification, and energy conversion, but it is still a huge challenge to efficiently separate
monatomic ions of the same valence and similar sizes using synthetic membranes. We report metal organic
framework (MOF) membranes, including ZIF-8 and UiO-66 membranes with uniform subnanometer pores consisting
of angstrom-sized windows and nanometer-sized cavities for ultrafast selective transport of alkali metal ions. The
angstrom-sized windows acted as ion selectivity filters for selection of alkali metal ions, whereas the nanometersized cavities functioned as ion conductive pores for ultrafast ion transport. The ZIF-8 and UiO-66 membranes
showed a LiCl/RbCl selectivity of ~4.6 and ~1.8, respectively, which are much greater than the LiCl/RbCl selectivity
of 0.6 to 0.8 measured in traditional porous membranes. Molecular dynamics simulations suggested that ultrafast and selective ion transport in ZIF-8 was associated with partial dehydration effects. This study reveals ultrafast
and selective transport of monovalent ions in subnanometer MOF pores and opens up a new avenue to develop
unique MOF platforms for efficient ion separations in the future.
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RESULTS

Ultrathin ZIF-8 membrane fabrication and characterization
The experiments were conducted in a typical configuration where two
chambers with ionic solutions were separated by a ZIF-8/GO/AAO
membrane and biased by a pair of Ag/AgCl electrodes, as shown in
Fig. 1A. The ZIF-8/GO/AAO membranes used in this study are
produced by a nanoporous GO-assisted interfacial growth method.
Figure S2 describes the fabrication process. Hybrid two-dimensional
GO nanosheets with ZIF-8 crystals were fabricated as seeds and
assembled onto the AAO support by spin-coating to produce an ultrathin seeding layer (fig. S2, A and B) (19). Then, air plasma was used to
treat the ZIF-8/GO nanosheets to make the GO nanosheets nanoporous
because the nanoporous structure could facilitate fast crystal intergrowth during membrane formation (fig. S2C). Finally, the ZIF-8/
GO/AAO membranes were synthesized via a counterdiffusion method
at room temperature (fig. S2, D and E). During secondary growth, the
nanoporous seeding layer acts as a barrier between two different synthesis solutions, self-limits crystal growth, and effectively eliminates defects
during the counterdiffusion process.
Figure 1B shows scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of
ZIF-8/GO hybrid nanosheets uniformly coated on the AAO support,
a cross section of the seeding layer (fig. S3), nanoporous ZIF-8/GO
nanosheets obtained by air plasma treatment (Fig. 1C), a ZIF-8/GO/AAO
membrane after secondary growth (Fig. 1D), and the membrane
cross section (Fig. 1E). The average thickness of the ZIF-8/GO membrane on the AAO support was 446 ± 74 nm. X-ray diffraction (XRD)
patterns confirmed that a highly crystalline ZIF-8 structure was formed
in the ZIF-8/GO membrane after secondary growth (Fig. 1F). Gas
permeation tests showed that ZIF-8/GO/AAO membranes exhibited
remarkable gas selectivity (note S1 and fig. S4A), proving that the
ZIF-8 membranes were of high quality with negligible defects (19, 32).
The N2 adsorption-desorption isotherm profiles of ZIF-8 crystals
revealed a Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) surface area of 1612.7 ±
3.1 m2 g−1 and a high pore volume of 0.61 cm3 g−1 (fig. S4B).
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Selective ion transport properties of ZIF-8 membranes
Ion transport properties of the ZIF-8/GO/AAO membranes were
studied by current-voltage (I-V) measurements, which were performed
at room temperature. Figure 2A shows typical I-V characteristics of a
200-nm porous AAO support in different ionic solutions (0.1 M). All
tested alkali metal ion types (Li+, Na+, K+, and Rb+) exhibit a linearity in
their I-V curves, with different transport rates for different ions and a
strong dependence on their hydrated ionic diameters, based on the differential conductance values shown in fig. S5A. Because the four electrolyte solutions share the same anion (Cl−), the differences of the ionic
currents shown in Fig. 2A are mainly caused by the cations. The order of
the ion transport rate through the AAO support, indicated by ion conductance, was Li+ < Na+ < K+ < Rb+. After the growth of the ZIF-8/GO
layer onto the AAO support however, I-V characteristics of the ZIF-8/
GO/AAO membrane (illustrated in Fig. 2B) are very different from the
results shown in Fig. 2A. The order of ion transport of the ZIF-8/GO/
AAO membrane was Li+ > Na+ > K+ > Rb+ (fig. S5B). We also systematically compared the ion conductance values of the AAO substrates
before and after growth of the ZIF-8/GO layer. The LiCl conductance
values (GLiCl) of the ZIF-8/GO/AAO membranes were slightly higher
than that of pure AAO supports, whereas the NaCl, KCl, and RbCl conductance values of the ZIF-8/GO/AAO membranes were much less than
those of pure AAO supports (Fig. 2C and table S1).
As shown in fig. S3F, the interlayer spacings of the GO nanosheets
within the ZIF-8 membrane varied from 5 to 30 nm, which are much
larger than the angstrom-sized hydrated ionic diameters. Therefore, only the ZIF-8 with subnanometer pores is essential for the alkali metal ion
selectivity of the ZIF-8/GO/AAO membrane. To further confirm that
the GO nanosheets did not play an important role in ion transport
properties of the ZIF-8/GO/AAO membranes, we washed the ZIF-8/
GO/AAO membrane with hydrochloric acid to remove the ZIF-8
and tested the ion transport properties of the nanoporous GO/AAO
membrane. Different from I-V curves of the ZIF-8/GO/AAO membranes shown in Fig. 2B, the GO/AAO membrane without ZIF-8 does
not have alkali metal ion selectivity (fig. S6), showing an ion transport
order of Li+ < Na+ < K+ < Rb+, which was the same as the result observed in the AAO support (Fig. 2A). Moreover, we have grown ZIF-8
inside the single-channel polyethylene terephthalate (PET) membrane
without using GO nanosheets and investigated its ion transport behavior (notes S2 and S3). The result shows that such a ZIF-8/PET membrane has similar ion transport rate and ion selectivity of the ZIF-8/GO/
AAO membrane (fig. S7). These results strongly suggest that GO does
not play a significant role in alkali metal ion selectivity, and the unusual
ion transport properties of ZIF-8/GO/AAO membranes are attributed
to the subnanometer pores of ZIF-8.
Ion transport mechanism in ZIF-8 and MD simulation
To explain the observed unusual ion transport properties in ZIF-8
membranes with subnanometer pores, we suggest two different models
for ion transport through AAO and ZIF-8 membranes. Ions are
hydrated by water molecules in aqueous solution (33), and hydrated
ionic diameters of alkali metal ions (dH-ion) are ~6 to 8 Å, which is much
larger than the dehydrated ionic diameters (dIon) of the ions (~1 to
3 Å) (table S2). For the AAO support, its pore diameter of ~200 nm is
much larger than the hydrated ionic diameters, so the ions transported
through the pores of the AAO support are hydrated, as illustrated in Fig.
2D. The order of the hydrated ionic diameter isdH- Liþ (7.64 Å) >dH- Naþ
(7.16 Å) > dH- Kþ (6.62 Å) > dH- Rbþ (6.58 Å) (33), so the conductance
values of the AAO support for different ion types decrease with
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channels, respectively (fig. S1B). Thus, we hypothesize that these MOF
membranes may be capable of ultrafast and selective ion transport
properties.
Here, we report the experimental observation of ultrafast and selective transport of alkali metal ions through an ultrathin ZIF-8 membrane
prepared by a nanoporous GO-assisted interfacial growth method on
an anodic aluminum oxide (AAO) support. The resulting membrane
(denoted as ZIF-8/GO/AAO membrane) can quickly and selectively
transport Li+ over other alkali metal ions based on unhydrated size exclusion, showing the following order of the ion transport rate: Li+ (4.6) >
Na+ (3.4) > K+ (2.1) > Rb+ (1.0). Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations
suggest that ultrafast and selective ion transport in ZIF-8 is associated
with partial dehydration effects. The theoretical Li+ mobility in ZIF-8 is
faster than its transport rate in water. In contrast, synthetic nanoporous
membranes have similar ion transport order to that measured in water
(Li+ < Na+ < K+ < Rb+), indicating that the ions transport in the hydrated
state in these membranes. Additional experimental results show that
UiO-66 membranes with ~6.0 Å windows (larger than ZIF-8 pore
windows) also have the same selectivity sequence of alkali metal ions to
ZIF-8, but the ion selectivity ratios are less than those of ZIF-8. Our
findings open up a new avenue to develop MOF-based membranes with
diverse subnanometer pore structures and ion selectivities for efficient
ion separation applications.
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increasing hydrated ionic diameter: GLiCl < GNaCl < GKCl < GRbCl (fig.
S5A). However, when the pore diameter becomes less than the hydrated
ionic diameter but larger than the dehydrated ionic diameter, ions should
undergo a dehydration process to enter the pore (Fig. 2E), a mechanism
which has been widely confirmed in biological ion channels (2, 9).
Dehydrated ions can be rehydrated by water molecules when they exit
the pore into an aqueous solution. The ZIF-8 crystal structure contains
multiple uniform ~3.4 Å windows and ~11.6 Å cavities (fig. S1B); therefore, ions passing through ZIF-8 will undergo multiple dehydrationhydration processes (fig. S8). Hence, the order of conductance values of
the ZIF-8/GO/AAO membrane is as a function of the dehydrated ionic
diameter. The fully dehydrated ionic diameter of alkali metal ions is in
the following order: dLiþ (1.20 Å) < dNaþ (1.90 Å) < dKþ (2.66 Å) < dRbþ
(2.96 Å) (33), so the ZIF-8/GO/AAO membrane for different ions has
opposite ion conductance values: GLiCl > GNaCl > GKCl > GRbCl (fig. S5B).
Given that the pore window chemistry of ZIF-8 (without specific ionbinding group) is very different from the chemistry of the selectivity
filter (with specific ion-binding groups) of biological ion channels
(fig. S1), the dehydration mechanism in ZIF-8 is highly likely to be
different. Because of ZIF-8’s unique subnanometer pore structures and
many hydrophilic groups on the framework, dehydration of ions in
Zhang et al., Sci. Adv. 2018; 4 : eaaq0066
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ZIF-8 is presumably controlled by the size confinement effect and weak
interactions between the confined ions and water molecules and MOF
frameworks at the angstrom scale.
To support this hypothesis, MD simulations were performed to
study the ion transport of LiCl and KCl in ZIF-8 and in bulk water.
Figure 3A shows the molecular representation of the MD simulations. The confinement arising from the ZIF-8 crystal structure leads
to the formation of separated water clusters in cavities connected via
narrow windows, which is consistent with the model presented in fig.
S8. The weak interactions between ions and water molecules and
ZIF-8 frameworks are mainly described by van der Waals forces
and Coulombic interactions (see note S4). The calculated ion mobility
results are summarized in Fig. 3B and table S3 (see fig. S9 for calculated
ion velocities in ZIF-8 pores). The Li+ mobility is enhanced in ZIF-8
compared to the Li+ mobility in water, whereas an opposite trend is
observed for K+ ions. As a result, in ZIF-8, Li+ ions have a higher mobility than K+ ions, which agrees with our conductance experiments.
To understand this observation, Fig. 3C shows the radial distribution
function of the oxygen atoms on water molecules surrounding Li+ and
K+ ions. The water structure confined within subnanometer ZIF-8 pore
is different from bulk water molecules; significant interactions between
3 of 8
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Fig. 1. Ion transport through the ZIF-8/GO/AAO membranes. (A) Schematic illustration of ion transport through a ZIF-8/GO/AAO membrane with ~3.4 Å pore
windows for ion selectivity and ~11.6 Å pore cavities for fast ion transport (drawing not to scale). The inset indicates the crystal structure of ZIF-8. (B) SEM images
the hybrid ZIF-8/GO nanosheet seeds coated on the AAO support. (C) SEM image of the plasma-treated nanoporous ZIF-8/GO seeds. (D) SEM images of the ZIF-8/
GO/AAO membrane surface. (E) SEM images of the membrane cross section reveal that a ~446-nm-thick ZIF-8/GO layer is densely grown on the top of the AAO
support. (F) XRD patterns of the AAO support, the seeding layer, the plasma-treated seeding layer, the ZIF-8/GO/AAO membrane, and simulated ZIF-8 structure.
a.u., arbitrary units.
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Fig. 3. MD simulations of ion transport in ZIF-8. (A) The simulation cartoon shows the ZIF-8 cavities filled with water molecules (green spheres), and they are connected
via narrow windows. For clarity, ZIF-8 is shown as a wireframe. The apparent empty spaces are actually occupied by atoms of ZIF-8. K+ and Cl− ions are represented by orange
and purple spheres, respectively. (B) The normalized mobility of K+, Li+, and Cl− ions in ZIF-8 and in water. The mobility of Cl− in 1 M aqueous solution is taken as the reference.
The Li+ mobility is enhanced in ZIF-8 compared with that in water, whereas the opposite trend is observed for K+. Consequently, Li+ in ZIF-8 has a higher mobility than K+,
which is consistent with experiments. (C) Radial distribution function of water molecules around Li+ and K+ in bulk solutions and in ZIF-8. Owing to the confinement effect, the
water density in the first hydration shell of Li+ is significantly reduced, and the second hydration shell nearly disappears. Similar (but less) trends can be observed for K+. The
diameter of the partly hydrated Li+ appears to be smaller than that of the partly hydrated K+ in ZIF-8, which might explain its higher mobility.
Zhang et al., Sci. Adv. 2018; 4 : eaaq0066
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Fig. 2. Current-voltage (I-V) characteristics of an AAO support before and after growth of the ZIF-8/GO layer to make the ZIF-8/GO/AAO membrane. (A) I-V
curves of the AAO support measured with different ions. (B) I-V curves of ZIF-8/GO/AAO membranes measured with different ions. (C) Ion conductance values of the
AAO support with and without the ZIF-8/GO membrane. (D) Schematic of ion transport through a pore with a diameter much larger than the hydrated ionic diameter
(dPore >> dH-ion, such as the 200-nm porous AAO support). Ions transport in a hydrated state. (E) Schematic of ion transport through a simplified subnanometer ZIF-8 pore with
3.4-Å-diameter windows, which is smaller than the hydrated ionic diameters but larger than the dehydrated ionic diameters (dH-ion > dWindow > dIon), and a 11.6-Å-diameter
cavity, which is larger than the hydrated ionic diameters (dCavity > dH-ion). Ions should undergo a dehydration process when they enter the window and a hydration process
when they exit the window. As a result, ions passing through the subnanometer ZIF-8 pore should undergo multiple dehydration-hydration processes.
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DISCUSSION

Alkali metal ion selectivity and transport rate in ZIF-8
Alkali metal ion selectivities of reproduced ZIF-8/GO/AAO membranes are summarized in Fig. 4A and table S4. The ZIF-8/GO/AAO
membranes do not show specific ion selectivity as high as that of
biological ion channels. The Li+/Rb+, Li+/K+, and Li+/Na+ selectivity ratios
of 4.6, 2.2, and 1.4, respectively, are the highest ever reported for synthetic
membranes. It is noteworthy that the angstrom-sized pore windows of
ZIF-8 are neutral and without functional groups, having no specific ion
binding properties (Fig. 4B). In addition, the pore windows of ZIF-8 are
flexible, without sharp sieving at 3.4 Å (34). Thus, the ion selectivity of
the ZIF-8/GO/AAO membranes is mainly based on the sub-angstrom
differences in partially dehydrated ionic diameters of alkali metal
ions. Because Li+ and Rb+ have the largest difference in ionic diameters, the ZIF-8/GO/AAO membrane shows a higher Li+/Rb+ selectivity
than Li+/Na+ or Li+/K+ selectivity (Fig. 4A). To confirm the stability of the
ZIF-8/GO/AAO membranes, ion conductance values were cyclically
tested between LiCl and RbCl solutions (0.1 M). After testing for at least
three cycles, no obvious change in the conductance values at each testing
state was observed (fig. S11A). Thus, the ZIF-8/GO/AAO membranes
have good stability and cycling performance. The stability of the ZIF-8/
GO/AAO membranes was further confirmed by SEM images of the
membranes before and after ion current tests (fig. S11B). The dependence of ion selectivity of the ZIF-8/GO/AAO membrane on pH has also
been studied (fig. S11C). No obvious change in Li+/Rb+ selectivity is observed at pH values ranging from 7 to 12, which confirms that the ZIF-8
membranes have stable Li+/Rb+ selectivity under basic conditions.
Zhang et al., Sci. Adv. 2018; 4 : eaaq0066
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Moreover, ions can pass through the ZIF-8/GO/AAO membrane
under very low applied voltage, down to 20 mV in our study (Fig. 2B),
showing fast ion transport rates of ~105 ions s−1 for single ZIF-8/GO/
AAO pores at 20 mV and ~106 ions s−1 for single ZIF-8/GO/AAO pores
at 200 mV, which is comparable to the transport rate of biological
ion channels (2, 5). This ion transport phenomenon is very different
from ion transport properties of a single ~3 Å MoS2 pore reported by
Feng et al. (35). The single MoS2 pore could not conduct ions when
the applied voltage was lower than the energy gap of the MoS2 pore
(~1200 mV for a 3 Å pore). Feng et al. believed that these voltagegated ion transport properties were induced by an ionic Coulomb
blockade effect. The voltage-gated properties were also found in single
hydrophobic nanopores by Powell et al. (36). These studies demonstrate that the pore size is not the key factor for ionic Coulomb blockade. Furthermore, although many biological ion channels, such as
biological Na+, K+, and Cl− channels (5, 9, 37), have angstrom-sized
ion selectivity filters, they do not exhibit any ionic Coulomb blockade
effect and can conduct ions under very low voltages, down to 1 mV.
Therefore, the conduction of ions at low applied voltage and high transport rates in ZIF-8/GO/AAO membranes can be attributed to the similarity of pore structures between ZIF-8 and biological ion channels.
Effects of the MOF pore size and chemistry on the alkali
metal ion selectivity
To further investigate the influence of pore window diameter and
chemistry on alkali metal ion selectivity of the MOF membranes,
we prepared two other different MOF membranes of different pore
window sizes and frameworks based on PET supports (notes S5
and S6). One is the ZIF-7/PET membrane with ~2.9 Å pore windows
(smaller than ZIF-8 windows) and ~6.0 Å pore cavities, and the other is
the UiO-66/PET membrane with ~6.0 Å windows (larger than ZIF-8
windows) and ~11.0 Å cavities (see Fig. 4B and fig. S12 for MOF pore
window and crystal structures). The I-V properties of these two MOF/
PET membranes with different ions are shown in fig. S13. For the ZIF7/PET membrane, although the ZIF-7 pore has smaller window size
than the ZIF-8 pore, ion conductivity and selectivity were not observed
because of the superhydrophobicity of the ZIF-7 pore that is induced by
the hydrophobic phenyl groups on the ZIF-7 frameworks (15, 22).
However, the UiO-66/PET membrane showed weak alkali metal ion
selectivity because UiO-66 has a larger window diameter than the
ZIF-8 pore, and less hydrophobic phenyl groups on the window
framework compared with the ZIF-7 pore (Fig. 4B). A systematic comparison of the ion selectivity of the porous membranes fabricated in this
study is shown in Fig. 4C and table S5, and the performance of current
synthetic ion selective membranes is summarized in table S6. It is clear
that the alkali metal ion selectivity of synthetic membranes decreases
with increasing window diameter up to 1 nm (Fig. 4B and fig. S14).
The ZIF-8/GO/AAO membranes exhibit the best selectivity of Li+,
Na+, K+, and Rb+ ions relative to other synthetic membranes (table
S6). Therefore, both the window size and framework chemistry play
very important roles in the ion selectivity and conductivity of MOF pores.
In summary, MOF membranes with pore structures composed of
subnanometer-sized windows and nanometer-sized cavities are
promising candidates for separating monatomic ions of the same valence
and similar sizes. The substantial alkali metal ion selectivity and conductivity observed in our experiments can be attributed to the biological ion
channel–like pore morphologies of the MOF membranes. The angstromsized windows act as ion selectivity filters for sieving alkali metal ions,
whereas the nanometer-sized cavities function as ion conductive pores
5 of 8
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water molecules and ZIF-8 frameworks may compete with the waterion interactions, resulting in partial dehydration of ions in ZIF-8. These
hydration shells surrounding the ions in ZIF-8 are very different from
those in the bulk solution. The reduced oxygen atom density peaks
clearly suggest the partial dehydration of Li+ and K+ ions in ZIF-8. In
ZIF-8, their second hydration shell nearly disappears (Fig. 3C). The partially dehydrated Li+ ion apparently has a smaller effective size than K+.
Stripping water molecules from the weakened hydration shell when
ions pass through the small ZIF-8 pore should cost less energy, which
could explain the higher mobility of Li+ ions in ZIF-8. Therefore, we can
conclude that the ion selective mechanism in ZIF-8 pores lies in partial
dehydration of ions that is controlled by the size confinement effect and
weak interactions between confined ions and water molecules and MOF
frameworks, mainly including van der Waals forces and Columbic
interactions, and then size exclusion of the dehydrated ions.
To further examine the influence of interaction between water molecules and the ZIF-8 framework, we purposely reduced the van der
Waals interaction among them by half. The calculated radial distribution
function curve and mobility values of ions in ZIF-8 under reduced van
der Waals force are slightly different from those calculated under the
normal van der Waals (see fig. S10 and table S3). We found that the reduced van der Waals interaction cases for both Li+ and K+ have about 21
to 24% lower mobility than the normal cases (see table S3). This is
consistent with the stronger hydration we observed in fig. S10. However,
the ratio of relative mobility of Li+ over K+ shows only a slight change
(~5%). Our results suggest that the size confinement might play a more
significant role in the ion selectivity, whereas water-framework interaction apparently plays a key role in the absolute ion mobility. Note that we
only explored a small region of van der Waals interactions and a fixed
cage size, so this conclusion should be taken under these constraints.
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for fast ion transport. Metal ion selectivity may be further improved by
tailoring framework chemistry and pore geometry of MOF pores (23, 28).
Our results provide a new avenue for studying other biomimetic ion
transport properties at the angstrom scale, such as rectifying and gating.
Furthermore, MOF membranes may be used as platform materials to
develop synthetic ion channels with high ion selectivity by chemical
functionalization for a deeper understanding of ion selective transport
mechanisms in subnanometer pores and for highly energy-efficient separation applications in many fields.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Chemicals and materials
Zn (NO3)2·6H2O (98.0 %), 2-methylimidazole (Hmim, 99.0%), lithium
chloride (LiCl, 99.0%), sodium chloride (NaCl, 99.0%), potassium chloride (KCl, 99.0%), rubidium chloride (RbCl, 99.0%), sodium hydroxide
(NaOH, 85%), hydrogen chloride (HCl, 36 to 38%), potassium hydroxide (KOH, 85%), GO, 1,4-benzenedicarboxylic acid (BDC, 98%), zircoZhang et al., Sci. Adv. 2018; 4 : eaaq0066

9 February 2018

nium chloride (ZrCl4, >99.5%), benzimidazole (Bim, 99.0%), and
N,N′-dimethylformamide (DMF, 99.8%) were purchased from SigmaAldrich. Methanol (analysis) was purchased from Merck. All chemicals
were used as provided. All solutions were prepared with Milli-Q water
(18.2 megohm). Porous AAO disks with a diameter of 13 mm (average
pore diameter of 200 nm, pore density of ~7.6 × 106 mm−2) from GE
Healthcare companies were used as supports.
Synthesis of hybrid ZIF-8/GO nanosheets
ZIF-8/GO nanosheets were prepared by our previously reported
method (19). Six milliliters of methanol solution with 0.183 g of
Zn(NO3)2·6H2O, 10 ml of methanol solution with 0.405 g of 2methylimidazole (Hmim), and 4 ml of GO (1 mg ml−1) suspension
in a mixture of methanol/water (4:1, v/v) were mixed together by
stirring for 3 hours, leading to the formation of ZIF-8/GO nanosheets.
The molar ratio of Hmim/Zn2+ in this system was 8. The precipitation
was collected by centrifugation (8000 rpm for 5 min) and washed with
methanol three times.
6 of 8
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Fig. 4. Ion selectivity of synthetic MOF membranes. (A) Alkali metal ion selectivity of AAO supports, ZIF-8/GO/AAO membranes, and GO/AAO membranes. (B) Window
structures of MOF pores: six-ring ZIF-8 window of ~3.4 Å in diameter, six-ring ZIF-7 window of ~2.9 Å in diameter, and triangular UiO-66 window of ~6.0 Å in diameter (see
fig. S11 for crystal structures of ZIF-7 and UiO-66). (C) Dependence of ion selectivity on the pore widow diameter of different MOFs and the pore diameter of nanoporous
membranes. At the angstrom scale, the alkali metal ion selectivity of the MOF membranes decreases with increasing window diameter. However, all membranes with pore
diameters >1 nm do not have alkali metal ion selectivity.
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Characterization
SEM images were taken with field-emission scanning electron microscopes (FEI Nova NanoSEM 450 and FEI Magellan 400) operating at
5 kV. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images and selected
area electron diffraction were taken by an FEI Tecnai G2 T20 operated at an accelerating voltage of 200 kV. Powder x-ray diffraction
(PXRD) patterns were carried out in the 2q range of 5° to 40° at room
temperature using a MiniFlex600 diffractometer (Rigaku) in transmission geometry using Cu Ka radiation (15 mA and 40 kV) at a
scan rate of 2° min−1 with a step size of 0.02°. For gas adsorption
isotherms, high-purity grade (99.999%) nitrogen (N2) was used
throughout the adsorption experiments. Before the gas adsorption
measurement, ZIF-8 powders were activated at 60°C for 24 hours.
Low-pressure volumetric N2 adsorption isotherms up to 1 bar were
measured using a Micromeritics 3Flex gas sorption analyzer. BET
surface area and pore size were determined by measuring N2 adsorption isotherms at 77 K in a liquid nitrogen bath and calculated using
the Micromeritics software.
Ion current measurement
The ion transport properties of the ZIF-8/GO/AAO membranes
were studied by measuring ion currents through AAO supports before and after growth of ZIF-8/GO membranes. Ion current was measured by a Keithley 6487 picoammeter (Keithley Instruments). The
membrane was mounted between two chambers of an electrochemical
cell, and the test area of each membrane was ~28.26 mm2. Ag/AgCl electrodes were used to apply a transmembrane potential across the membrane. Forward voltage was the positive potential applied on the ZIF-8/
GO side of the membrane. The main transmembrane potential used
in this work had been evaluated beforehand, and a scanning voltage
varying from −0.2 to +0.2 V with a 40-s period was selected. The pH values of the electrolyte solutions were adjusted by 1 M NaOH, KOH, or
HCl solutions. The influence of addition substance on the ionic strength
Zhang et al., Sci. Adv. 2018; 4 : eaaq0066
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of the electrolyte solutions can be ignored. Unless otherwise stated, the
pH value of the electrolyte solution was 7.0. Here, each test was repeated
at least three times to obtain the average current value at different voltages
on the same membrane.
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